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Abstract

Open Source software provides the only known example of a public good that is produced commercially at
scale, requiring neither government subsidies nor charitable funding. Eric Raymond imagined an extension
to the Open Source model, that could extend open and collaborative development to a broader array of
domains by introducing monetary incentives. However, Raymond underscored a significant impediment to
this objective: the absence of a viable method for valuing contributions of code.

The Innovation Game is a framework of incentives that aims to address this issue within the realm of
computational science by introducing a market pricing mechanism based on a novel variant of proof of work.
This mechanism paves the way for a groundbreaking approach to research funding, where investors fund the
production of public research through The Innovation Game because they can share in the revenue generated
from tokens rewarded to participating researchers. Not only can this approach permit the transformation
of otherwise proprietary research findings into public knowledge, it can also render fundamental research
investable by the private sector for the first time.

1 Introduction and Background

For hundreds of years, it has been recognised that certain essential infrastructure, such as roads, bridges, and
public parks, is not effectively provided if left to the market alone. The absence of this infrastructure can lead
to reduced quality of life and economic output. These are examples of public goods.

Public goods are most often provided by governments and funded through general taxation, which is means-tested.
Funding is necessary for the creation and maintenance of most public good. The main reason why public goods
are not normally provided by the market, despite their clear economic and social benefits, is the free rider
problem. This problem occurs when individuals can benefit from a good without contributing to its cost, leading
to underfunding and insufficient provision.1 Ability to levy taxes has historically meant that governments are
uniquely able to overcome the free rider problem, by ensuring that everyone contributes to the funding of public
goods. However, the Open Source movement has emerged as an exception to this rule.

Open Source software, a privately produced public good, is the single most impactful driver of technological
innovation today [1]. Projects such as Linux, Apache, and countless others are the result of the transformative
potential of Open Source development, powering our world’s technological infrastructure. The worlds biggest
technology companies, including Apple, Google, and Facebook, regularly contribute to, and benefit from, Open
Source projects, creating a public goods infrastructure upon which countless innovations are built.

There are several reasons why the first example of privately produced public goods at scale occurred in the
domain of software. Software has negligible raw material costs. With the emergence of the internet, individuals
with the required interest, time, and skills were able to form communities to collaborate on software projects.
However, for Open Source to be most effective, the code base should possess certain properties which are in
general not present in implementations of data processing algorithms, such as those used in computational
science and machine learning. Accordingly, we cannot rely upon Open Source in this area.

The Innovation Game (TIG) proposes a solution to this problem for data-processing algorithms: incentivising
contributors with token rewards, where the value of each contribution is determined through a mechanism
employing a variant of Proof of Work. As is the case with Open Source, the knowledge generated through TIG
is a public good. Moreover, extension of an open and collaborative model to computational science means that
TIG can also incentivise Open Data by linking the availability of data to the method used to process it. By
incentivising collaboration and openness in algorithms for processing data, TIG aims to unlock the full potential
of computational science.

1Charitable organisations, funded by voluntary donations, occasionally provide public goods. However, compared to
governments, charities tend to be limited in the extent to which they can provide public goods due to factors such as funding
constraints and a narrower scope of influence.
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1.1 Why Open Source Works Well for Certain Projects

Research and development is regarded as open and collaborative (OC) when contributions are freely accepted,
and the resulting knowledge becomes a public good. In the realm of complex scientific and technological projects,
which inherently possess uncertain outcomes, an OC approach can offer numerous advantages.

When there is sufficient participation, crowdsourced peer review enables early identification of issues and ensures
adherence to standards. Moreover, access to a diverse pool of skilled contributors results in higher-quality
outputs, delivered more quickly and at reduced cost [2]. Open collaboration can lead to a tipping point
where, with sufficient participation participation, the project begins to accelerate away from closed alternatives.
However, maximising the potential benefits of an OC approach necessitates adequate incentives for participation.

The power of the OC approach is exemplified by the Open Source software movement. By promoting the
free sharing of source code while mitigating the free rider problem, Open Source has succeeded in providing
world-class public goods in the form of software, without the need for government or charitable funding. Open
Source development works best for codebases with certain properties:

Property 1 (Large codebase): Open Source licenses address the free rider problem with the copyleft
technique.2 Copyleft leverages copyright protection, ensuring that modifications to the codebase also become
Open Source. Reimplementing a codebase is more challenging if the codebase is large [3].

Property 2 (Near term utility): Contributors are incentivised to help create an output they find useful
(commercially or otherwise) in the short term [4]. Access to the resulting software typically forms a major
part of the motivation to contribute.

Property 3 (Modularity): A modular project allows numerous contributions to be made in parallel with
minimal coordination. Modularity also enables individuals to contribute usefully without needing to understand
the entire project, making it more accessible. As a result, a highly modular project can thrive without
full-time contributors who would typically necessitate monetary payment [5].

However, these properties are absent in several important categories of software projects. One of the first to
speculate about an alternative to Open Source that is able to deal with these cases was Eric Raymond, in
his seminal essay on the economics of Open Source, “The Magic Cauldron”. Raymond theorised that offering
monetary rewards for code contributions would greatly extend the range of situations to which open collaboration
could apply. He also noted that valuing individual code contributions presented a formidable challenge [3].

Implementations of data processing algorithms, such as those employed in computational science and machine
learning, are typically less well-suited to the Open Source development model because the code bases for such
projects tend to be relatively small and monolithic. Additionally, despite providing tremendous value to society
in the long run, fundamental and early-stage scientific research outputs often are not useful in the near term.3

We now proceed to describe TIG, and will return to properties 1-3 in Section 2.3.

2 Proof of Work, Optimisation, and The Innovation Game

Proof of work was originally conceived as a ‘pricing function’ for the purpose of applying a cost to sending an
email, in order to discourage email spam and denial-of-service attacks [7]. More generally, proof of work is a
method of imposing a cost during task execution by requiring the computation of a solution to an ‘asymmetric’
problem—one that is difficult to solve but easy to verify. There are a vast number of important computational
problems in science and technology that feature this property, including scientific inverse problems,4 which
involve determining initial conditions from given final conditions.5 TIG employs proof of work in order to
create a market for optimisations that enhance the efficiency of computational methods. These optimisations
could result from a new algorithmic strategy, code improvements, or hardware enhancements, and could range
from a minor refinement to an entirely new approach.

2.1 Proof of Work and Optimisation

Consider a market for proofs of work, such as is created by the Bitcoin network. We know from the example of
Bitcoin mining that hardware optimisations that increase the efficiency of miners tend to be widely disseminated.
This is due to the profitability of mass-producing hardware incorporating the optimisations; to remain competitive
Bitcoin miners frequently update their equipment, which has the effect of minimising disparities in efficiency.

2Copyleft is an approach to licensing creative works that ensures anyone who incorporates the work into their product must
make any improvements or extensions available under the same licensing terms. This reduces free riding and encourages users
contribute back into Open Source. Copyleft was introduced by Richard Stallman in the GNU General Public License (GPL).

3This results in a market failure, and is the reason why academic science tends to be publicly funded [6].
4This is a consequence of the second law of thermodynamics [8, 9].
5Another class of problems with this asymmetric character are NP-complete problems, such as neural network training, boolean

satisfiability, and decisional traveling salesman.
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We would like to allow proof of work with scope for algorithmic optimisation, however, algorithmic optimisations
have potential to be far larger than code or hardware optimisations. This is understood to be problematic in
the context of proof of work mining, because, if an optimisation were to result in a very large improvement in
mining efficiency, the miner with access to the optimisation would be incentivised to keep it to themselves. If
this were to occur, rival miners would be driven out-of-business, leading to centralisation of the network. This is
why digital currency mining networks have been constrained to use only a narrow class proof of work problems
for which there is no algorithmic shortcut [10].

Figure 1: Rowers

The Innovation Game employs a novel POW method that we call algorithmically-optimisable
proof of work (APOW), comprising n component proof of work problems. APOW is designed
to remain stable even if a very large algorithmic optimisation is developed with respect a
minority p ≪ n of the component problems.

The benefit that such an optimisation would provide to a miner who keeps the optimisation
private, would be limited. As a result, algorithmic optimisations for the component problems
in APOW behave more like a code or hardware optimisation insomuch as it is preferable
to ‘sell’ the optimisation, rather than keep it private. This promotes the dissemination of
optimisation.6

The core mechanism behind APOW can be illustrated with an analogy: Consider a rowing
boat with multiple rowers. In the boat, one rower, who is a hundred times stronger and faster
than any other rower in the boat, can only provide a limited boost to the boat because the
oars must remain reasonably synchronised.

2.2 The Innovation Game in a Nutshell

The Innovation Game uses APOW to provide a pricing mechanism for contributions to open and collaborative
projects in computational science, incentivising research by rewarding contributors with tokens. Specifically,
these contributions are implementations of data processing algorithms (which we will call “implementations”),
that can be used to solve random instances of asymmetric problems in fundamental and applied areas of
computational science, that are featured in TIG. Our initial goal is to onboard somewhere in the range of 100-200
of these problems. TIG offers rewards, in the form of tokens, in return for code contributions (implementations)
that are able to solve instances of these problems more efficiently.

There are three types of Player in TIG:

Commercial Enterprise (Entities which sells products based on the IP captured by TIG). Commercial
enterprises must pay a fee to use the IP captured by TIG in their products, unless they are willing to make
their code and/or data available (see below). The fee is rate-card based, means tested, and permits use of
all IP in TIG.

Innovators (Coders; academic scientists; entities conducting commercial research). Innovators develop
and submit more efficient implementations to TIG for solving the featured problems. For as long as the
implementation reaches a threshold of adoption by Benchmarkers, the Innovator receives a reward of tokens.

Benchmarkers (Token miners; enthusiastic supporters of TIG; anyone with a computer). Benchmarkers,
are analogous to Bitcoin miners, in that they earn more rewards if they can perform proof of work by solving
puzzle instances more efficiently, using implementations that have been published to TIG by Innovators.

A implementation can be used by Benchmarkers on TIG if and only if it is published to TIG (publishing to
TIG requires making the source code available to all). If a published implementation is an improvement on
the previous best, then it should see significant adoption by the Benchmarkers, in which case, the Innovator
that contributed the implementation earns a reward of tokens whenever their implementation is used by a
Benchmarker to solve an instance of a problem. This results in a clear incentive to find a more efficient
implementation for performing work, because a more efficient implementation enables a Benchmarker to reduce
their operating costs.

Our objective is for the rewards in TIG to be commensurate with the expected value of the contribution. The
more widely adopted a implementation, and the longer it remains widely adopted, the more token rewards the
Innovator receives.7 Each problem in TIG carries the same token incentive for Benchmarkers and Innovators.
In general, an Innovator receives a different reward for a implementation embodying an optimisation to the
algorithm, than if the optimisation is with respect to the code.8

6A comprehensive technical account of APOW will be presented separately.
7We note that, in the context of TIG, Benchmarkers provide demand for optimised implementations for solving the problems

featured in TIG, and are supplied with implementations by Innovators. Thus, Innovators’ rewards are allocated through a market
mechanism—see also Appendix D.

8The details of the rewards mechanism, including the method by which the type of optimisation (algorithm or code) is established
within TIG, and the division of rewards between optimisation types, will be presented in our forthcoming technical paper.
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Value Capture
Value capture in TIG is facilitated by a licensing strategy that shares some similarities with the practice of
‘dual licensing’ which is commonplace in Open Source, but there are also important differences.9 There are
three distinct licenses in TIG.10

• The TIG Game License: This license is designed to govern participation in The Innovation Game (The
TIG Game) and secure Intellectual Property rights in the resulting innovation. The license allows for the
use of submitted algorithm implementations by Benchmarkers, and use of any IP captured by TIG by
Innovators for playing TIG Game only. For someone that wishes to participate in the TIG Game as an
Innovator or Benchmarker and earn TIG tokens, this must be the chosen license.

• The TIG Open Data License: This license is compliant with the Open Source Definition and includes
a share alike provision. If data generated by execution of the code (output data) is made available to third
parties, the input data must also be made available to the extent necessary to allow a reproduction of
that output data. This is the license of choice for those who wish to make commercial or non-commercial
use of all and any implementations and IP captured by TIG, and do not want to pay for a license, and
are willing to share their data.

• The TIG Commercial License: This license allows for closed use of all implementations and IP
captured by TIG in return for the payment of a fee. Unlike the TIG Open Data License, the TIG
Commercial License is not compliant with the Open Source Definition and does not include a share alike
provision or impose an obligation to make data available. This license is expected to be the choice for
those who want to keep their algorithm optimisations and/or data private and are prepared to pay for a
license.

Figure 2: The economic model of The Innovation Game.

Having been assigned by the Innovators
at the point that the implementation
is submitted, all captured IP will be
managed and licensed by the TIG
Foundation, which is mandated to
make contributed IP available under
the TIG Licenses, as described above.11

Benchmarkers play and important role
in the process, as they provide a measure
of performance which serves as a market
signal.12

Demand for tokens is related to demand
for TIG Commercial Licenses, which
carry a fee, payable in tokens. The
TIG licensing strategy, combined with
the TIG protocol, provides a framework
of incentives for development of more
efficient implementations for solving
important problems in computational
science. See Figure 2.

Adding Problems
For a problem to be added to The TIG
Game, there should be a high degree of
consensus among experts as to its significance. To facilitate the process of adding problems, a committee of
experts will be formed to nominate problems for consideration. Upon nomination by the committee, token
holders vote to determine if the problem will be added to TIG.13 The vote serves as a check on the committee’s
power to decide which problems to add to The TIG Game and when. Token holders have a vested interest in
the timing and frequency of problem additions to The TIG Game because of impact this has on captured IP
value and, consequently, TIG token value.14

9See Appendix A for a comparison to dual licensing.
10See the TIG IP Policy Rationale for details [11].
11Contributed implementations also generate spillover in IP later captured by TIG. See Internal Value capture, Appendix C.
12See Appendix C for more on the utility of the market signal provided by Benchmarkers.
13Token holders may delegate their voting power to another user if they do not fee equipped to make an informed decision.
14For example, if the committee were to nominate a problem that is clearly not sufficiently important to justify inclusion in

TIG, then its inclusion can be vetoed by the token holders—the incentive to do this is clear: Less important problems imply less
valuable IP in TIG, lower demand for the token (from license fee payments).
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The incentive for adding problems is to increase the potential capture of licensable IP by The TIG Game.
However, because all problems in The TIG Game share the same reward pools, adding too many problems would
dilute the reward available for each problem, and reduce the incentive for Innovators to contribute. Achieving a
balance between the total number of problems and individual problem rewards is vital for maximising valuable
innovation and token value. Consequently, token holders are incentivised to vote to maintain the optimal
balance.

2.3 How TIG Encourages Open Collaboration

TIG aims to provide a platform for enabling open collaboration in computational science by addressing various
challenges that are prevalent due to differences between computational science algorithms and traditional
open-source software projects. TIG achieves this using token payments, a novel method of pricing contributions
based on APOW, and a novel license that leverages copyright and patents. In particular, TIG incorporates
a direct mechanism for internal value capture in the form of copyright and patents based on the inventions
embodied in the contributions that Innovators make to TIG, and external value capture, through license fees
for use of its IP under the TIG Commercial License.15

APOW, which is performed by the network of Benchmarkers, provides a method of equitably returning a share
of the value captured to contributors (the Innovators) by providing token rewards. In this way, TIG overcomes
issues highlighted by Eric Raymond in The Magic Cauldron, specifically the difficulty in pricing contributions
to open and collaborative software projects, and this enables payments to contributors.

With regard addressing the issues presented by the absence of properties 1-3 (Section 1.1) in computational
science projects:

Property 1 (Large codebase). TIG is designed to leverage patents in addition to copyright, in order to
mitigate the possibility of escaping licensing terms by reimplementing an algorithm. In this way, TIG aims
to reduce the risk of free riding which is present for smaller code bases.

Property 2 (Near term utility). By creating a synthetic market for implementations for solving featured
problems, The TIG Game increases the project’s immediate utility and incentivises active participation from
contributors, even for more fundamental or early stage problems which might not be useful (outside of TIG)
in the near term.

Property 3 (Modularity). TIG addresses the issues raised by lack of modularity by remunerating contributors
of implementations (Innovators) with tokens. This makes full-time engagement feasible.

Remuneration of contributors requires internal value capture, of valuable IP (see also Appendix C); external
value capture, a way to charge fees for use of IP (see also Appendix C), and a method of returning a portion of
the captured value. For this, we use APOW to create a synthetic market (see also Appendix D).

As we now explain, extension of OC to computational science has the additional benefit of providing an incentive
for Open Data, by linking the availability of data to the method used to process it [11].

2.4 How TIG Encourages Open Data

The Open Source model is concerned with the sharing of source code, not the sharing of data. However, for many
areas of computational science, availability of source code is only part of the puzzle: Increasingly, availability
of input data is of comparable importance. For instance, with the recent explosion of machine learning, the
availability of training data has become an urgent issue.

Data sets used in machine learning applications are often regarded as lists of facts rather than creative works.
Consequently, it is difficult or impossible to secure property rights on these data sets in most major jurisdictions
(including the United States). For example, copyright does not apply to these data sets, which means there
is no clear way to realise a copyleft-like effect.16 This inability to establish property rights for these data sets
means that there is nothing to prevent free riding if the data sets are made available. An ‘open project’ that
shares its data could be at a disadvantage compared to a ‘closed project’ that withholds its data. The closed
project can take the open project’s data and combine it with their own to produce a product based on the
expanded data set without any obligation to share their own data.

TIG seeks to address this issue by providing an incentive to make data open: the opportunity to use IP captured
by TIG free of charge under the terms of the TIG Open Data License.

15The TIG licensing strategy shares some similarities with dual licensing, but there are also several important differences. See
Appendix A for a comparison to traditional dual licensing.

16In the 2016 article “Copyleft, attribution, and data: other considerations,” Luis Villa discusses the challenges in applying the
concept of copyleft to data sets, in particular, those that are not considered creative works but rather as collections of facts. Villa
also caution against creating additional property rights for data “by fiat”, because any such rights would more likely be used to
impede the sharing of data, rather than encourage it [12].
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2.5 Discussion

TIG seeks to emulate the Open Source software movement in the sense of building a reputation as a public
good, such that the fee for the Commercial License is widely accepted as reasonable, and any avoidance of
the fee becomes a social taboo. Innovators are incentivised to enable the capture of IP by TIG by sending a
description of the invention (embodied in their implementation) to the TIG Foundation, which can then file a
provisional patent application. See Appendix C for more detail. There are different rates of Innovator rewards
for code optimisations and algorithmic optimisations. This difference reflects the fact that implementations
incorporating algorithmic optimisations inherently include code optimisations, but not vice versa.

The Innovation Game enables both applied and fundamental research in computational science to occur on
commercial terms which do not require that the output is proprietary, rather, the output is a public good. This
will be a world first, as for as we are aware. See Figure 3. Also see Appendix A for more detail.

Figure 3: Scientific research, categorised according to whether the research is conducted on a commercial or non-commercial
basis, and whether or not the research outputs are proprietary. TIG aims to enable the first example of scientific research that is
both non-proprietary and commercial.
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A Open Collaboration and Open Source

Given sufficient participation, an OC can bring tremendous advantages. The power of an OC approach is
exemplified by the Open Source17 software movement. However, as we enter an age of processing vast amounts
of data using algorithms, a growing problem emerges. Data intensive fields such as computational science and
machine learning tend to feature codebases that are not well-suited for Open Source development. This was
discussed in Section 1 with reference to properties 1-3 (Large codebase, Near-term utility, Modularity).

For projects lacking any of Properties 1-3, benefit from open sourcing is limited due to potential low participation,
resulting in a diminished incentive to open source the project in the first place. This is the situation for
computational science. Absence of Property 1 (Large codebase) means that the ability of an Open Source
license to discourage free riding is diminished; this reduces the motivation to contribute.18

Consider, for instance, a late-stage applied (LSA) research project in computational science. For LSA research,
it is expected that there will be a useful result in the near term, therefore, because of the absence of Property 2
(Near-term utility), the incentive to participate in order to obtain a useful output is present. However, projects
in computational science do not in general have Properties 2 and 3. Lack of Property 3 (Modularity) means
that the project is more likely to struggle to attract contributors unless monetary compensation is available.
These factors explain why LSA research projects in computational science (those which are privately funded)
tend to be conducted on a proprietary basis, where funding is given in return for ownership of the resulting IP.
With TIG, commercial funding can be provided in return for ownership of tokens earned by implementations,
and the IP embodied by the implementations becomes a public good.

For early-stage applied and fundamental (EAF) research in computational science, the incentives are different
to those of LSA. This is because, for EAF, Property 2 is also absent: The outcomes from EAF research tend
to be so uncertain that the incentive to participate in order to use the output is significantly diminished. This
means that private research funding is not normally available, and so EAF research must be publicly funded.
For EAF, public funding eliminates the commercial case against Open Sourcing, but absence of Properties 1-3
tends to reduce engagement, limiting the potential benefits of OC development. By offering token rewards, TIG
aims to increase engagement in OC fundamental research in computational science, and also improve efficiency
of resource allocation by utilising a ‘synthetic’ market mechanism tied to APOW. See Appendix D.

How TIG Compares with Dual Licensing Models

Dual licensing is a business model used by some Open Source software companies, where they offer their software
under two different licenses: one, an Open Source license and the other, a proprietary or commercial license.
The motivation and economics behind dual licensing in Open Source software can be attributed to several
factors. For example, Dual licensing enables companies to monetise their Open Source software by providing a
paid commercial license for those who want to use the software in proprietary or closed-source projects. Also,
by offering an open-source license, companies can attract developers who prefer or are mandated to use Open
Source software. This broadens the potential user base, increases the visibility of the software, and can lead to
increased contributions from the community, making the software better and more competitive in the market.

Dual licensing provides an option to businesses who’s business model depends on proprietary code, and so would
be unwilling to build upon an Open Source code base under a strong copyleft license. Before dual licensing,
these businesses would have needed to select alternative codebase (perhaps proprietary or under more permissive
license), but dual licensing means that they can use this codebase without being subject to the copyleft provision
if they pay a fee. In other words, whereas previously these customers would have gone elsewhere, now they
remain, use the codebase and contribute toward its growth and maintenance. This is why dual licensing is
viewed by many as a net positive in the Open Source community.

Despite the advantages, there is controversy surrounding dual licensing in Open Source software. This arises
mainly from the fact that some software vendors monetise the contributions made by the Open Source community
while offering a commercial or proprietary license. For some, this is controversial because dual licensing allows
the vendor of the software to profit from the work of volunteer contributors. While the contributors help improve
the software by donating their time and expertise, the vendor can monetise their efforts. However, for purists,
the “spirit of Open Source” requires a collaborative effort where everyone contributes and the benefits are shared
equitably. Accordingly, dual licensing is perceived by some as diluting this spirit, which can be demotivating
for some and discourage participation. TIG seeks to address this problem by use of a novel pricing mechanism
involving proof of work (APOW): see Section 2.

17See Appendix B for a definition of Open Source, and various terms used throughout this paper.
18Patents are sometimes used in Open Source to protect inventions embodied in Open Source code. However, this can be difficult

if there is no clear method of generating revenue in the near term (which is common for Open Source projects), since patents are
expensive. Furthermore, it is often hard to know if a patent is worth filing, and, if it is, it must be filed immediately, before it has
been established whether or not the project will gain traction. TIG addresses this issue by using the market signal provided by the
Benchmarkers. See Appendix C, Internal Value Capture.
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B Value Creation in The Innovation Game

EAF research typically faces challenges in attracting private funding due to the high uncertainty regarding when
the output will be monetisable. The Innovation Game introduces a novel class of market participants called
Benchmarkers. For Benchmarkers, a more efficient implementation has immediate economic value as it enables
them to perform more proof of work at a reduced cost. This creates a market19 for the implementations provided
by Innovators. We term this a synthetic market, as it is brought about, somewhat artificially, by introducing a
new consumer class (Benchmarkers) with the specific purpose of facilitating an efficient allocation of resources
to Innovators, thereby incentivising development of implementations for solving the problems featured in TIG.

In TIG, the allocation of rewards aims to be viewed as equitable. The reward an Innovator receives for
contributing an implementation to TIG depends on the extent to which the implementation (or at least the
algorithm it embodies) is used by Benchmarkers. A core assumption in TIG is that the extent of implementation
usage reflects the implementations performance, which in turn serves as a proxy for the expected value provided
by the implementation in terms license fees.20 We now describe how each of the Players creates value in The
Innovation Game.

Value Creation by Commercial Enterprise. By incentivising Commercial Enterprise to make valuable
data sets and algorithm implementations available, and by ensuring that the knowledge generated by TIG is
non-proprietary, TIG is designed to boost the productivity of businesses. Non-proprietary scientific research
outputs and data, contribute to a stock of technical knowledge, a public good, from which businesses can draw
when creating new products. The existence of such knowledge promotes competition within the commercial
technology sector by limiting the extent to which established firms can build IP and data moats. This creates
opportunity for fast-moving innovative companies.

Innovators are coders and computational scientists who develop and implement the algorithms underpinning
computational science. TIG seeks to accelerate development by incentivising Innovators to contribute to OC
research concerning the problems featured in TIG, enabling OC research (including fundamental research) to be
conducted on a commercial basis. Moreover, the TIG Open Data License is designed to motivate Commercial
Enterprises to make their data and algorithm implementations available, as compliance with the requirement
for open data (See Section 2) entitles the business to a free license to use TIGs IP. The aggregate effect is an
increase in research process efficiency and an expansion of the stock of non-proprietary scientific knowledge,
both of which contribute to enhancing the output and profitability of commercial enterprises.

Value Creation by Innovators. TIG aims to improve the efficiency of resource allocation for EAF research
in computational science by offering a market-based allocation based on a transparent and objective measure
of the performance of contributed implementations. In addition to facilitating an efficient allocation of rewards
to Innovators, the availability of a transparent and objective performance metric can be a powerful force
in promoting competition. By establishing a common standard for evaluating the performance of various
individuals or teams, a transparent metric enables people to compare their outputs with others, assessing their
relative standing. Accordingly, a clear performance metric can serve as a goal to strive towards, while promoting
a sense of fairness and impartiality in the competition. This boosts motivation.

The conventional model for privately funded LSA research involves funding in the form of investment, provided
in exchange for the investor owning the resulting IP. However, studies by sociologists have repeatedly confirmed
that a majority of scientists find this model demotivating, as it does not align with established community
norms.21 TIG offers an alternative model where investment can be provided in exchange for the investor
receiving a share of any TIG tokens rewarded to the Innovator. This enables privately funded LSA research
in computational science to be OC, thereby increasing motivation and productivity. TIG treats EAF research
similarly, but, the benefit is different: TIG’s market market allocation can be more efficient, compared to
the traditional funding model (public funding, allocated by committee), because rewards are received only if
significant progress is made, according to an objective assessment (provided by the Benchmarkers), and the risk
is bourn by private investors who are subject to market forces.

Additionally, incentives are enhanced compared to the traditional Open Source model, resulting in higher
participation and a greater likelihood of realising the full benefits of the OC approach. As noted in Section 2.5,
the research enabled by TIG will be the first example of non-proprietary commercial scientific research.

19We would like to emphasise the distinction between a “market” and a “marketplace.” A “marketplace” refers to a venue for
the trading of goods and will inevitably emerge in some form, as long as there is a “market” (i.e., supply and demand) for the
goods. Although TIG does constitute a marketplace for scientific inverse methods, this aspect is relatively incidental. The primary
focus of TIG is the creation of a market for these inverse methods. It is worth noting that TIG differs significantly from various
schemes aiming to create a marketplace for tokenised intellectual property, as those do not address the core issue: the absence of a
functioning market for such IP. See Appendix A.

20As well as other less tangible benefits. See Section 5, External Value Capture.
21In particular, the Mertonian norm of communalism which states that the output of academic science should be non-proprietary.
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Value Creation by Benchmarkers. As well as motivating Innovators, the performance metric provided by
the Benchmarkers is used to price the contributed implementations and decide which of the associated IP is
worth capturing. Recall that Eric Raymond identified pricing as a core challenge in extending the open and
collaborative (OC) development model beyond the scope of Open Source. Specifically, Raymond recognised that
the pricing issue as an instance of F.A. Hayek’s renowned ‘calculation problem’ that can only be resolved via a
market pricing mechanism [13]. Benchmarkers create a market for implementations that solve problems featured
in TIG, providing a market signal for resource allocation to Innovators and which is used to estimate the relative
value of IP captured by TIG. The Benchmarkers generate demand for both optimised implementations and the
hardware required to execute them, incentivising innovation in hardware development. Hardware optimisation is
intrinsically linked to algorithm and code optimisation, with factors such as economies-of-scale in manufacturing
playing a crucial role.

Using proof of work means that when TIG attains sufficient scale, the economic feasibility of manufacturing
specialised hardware for executing the implementations will emerge, and will be reflected in the degree of usage
of a given implementation by the Benchmarkers and therefore in the Innovator rewards. This part of the
justification using proof of work to assess the performance of implementations, despite the associated costs,
(e.g. in terms of energy consumption). A further reason is the extraordinary resistance to manipulation that
proof of work can provide. Although performance tests conducted by one or more parties with minimal energy
expenditure might be sufficient at small-scale, growing the network to a globally significant scale necessitates
addressing issues such as “who assesses the implementations’ performance, according to which assessment
criteria, and on which hardware?”. The market-based approach using proof of work enables TIG to circumvent
these challenges and achieve practically unlimited scale. See also The Synthetic Market, Appendix D.

Summary

The Innovation Game creates value by (i) permitting LSA research in computational science to be conducted on
an OC basis, while retaining investment potential, (ii) boosting incentives to participate in EAF research, leading
to greater efficiency, (iii) motivating researchers by providing an objective measure of performance, and enabling
research output to be declared a public good, without the need to turn down commercial funding opportunities,
(iv) incentivising a new class of market participants (Benchmarkers) to develop optimised hardware for scientific
computation, (v) accelerating the development of, and adding to, the stock of non-proprietary knowledge from
which businesses (particularly smaller, challenger businesses) can draw to create new products and processes.

C Value Capture in The Innovation Game

Value capture in TIG relies upon the ability to secure at least some IP rights on the innovations incorporated
in the submitted implementations. In Section 2, we outlined how The Innovation Game achieves internal and
external value capture. We now discuss TIG’s value capture mechanisms in greater detail.

Internal Value Capture. We anticipate that many Innovators will be academic scientists. Scientists’
behaviour tends to follow a particular set of norms. This means that scientists do not typically prioritise
monetary reward over all else. Instead, scientists tend be motivated by the desire to act according to what
is ‘best for science’, for its own sake, and also because being ‘seen’ to behave in this fashion can bolster their
standing within the scientific community.

Contributors to Open Source projects are motivated by the desire for a better product and by reputation
building within the Open Source movement, which they consider to be a positive force in society. We intend
for TIG ‘movement’ to be perceived similarly, and for the motivations of Innovators in TIG to parallel those of
contributors in Open Source. Capturing IP rights in TIG enhances the expected value of all token rewards and
furthers the objectives of the TIG project in general. Accordingly, by enabling the capture of IP,22 Innovators’
can build their reputation within the TIG community. Conversely, failure to enable the capture of IP in cases
where this is feasible and desirable, would be frowned upon. Benchmarkers offer a market signal as to which
implementations represent improvements over previous bests. This signal is used to decide which IP to protect,
which patents to prosecute, and so on. Although there may not be patentable output for some fundamental
research problems, TIG can still capture value generated by fundamental research through spillovers into applied
problems featured in TIG, for which IP rights can be secured.23

22For instance, Innovators may send a written account of their innovator to the TIG Foundation on a confidential basis, prior
to general publication. The TIG Foundation will then file a provisional patent application. Filing a provisional patent application
can be filed on the basis of manuscript describing the result. The process is short, and secures a priority date. A full patent
application should then be filed within some defined time period (typically 6-12 months) in order to continue the application process.
Alternatively, Innovators may prefer to file a patent application themselves, which they then assign to the TIG Foundation.

23We note that this is analogous to the way that many governments seek to capture value generated from fundamental research,
as spillover value is captured by domestic technology industry.
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External Value Capture. TIG captures external value through license fees paid under the TIG Commercial
License. This license allows the use of all TIG IP while exempting the licensee from the obligations (under
the TIG Open Data License) to make input data and algorithm implementations available. Although the TIG
Open Data License does not require payment of a fee, it can enable value capture of a different kind: To the
extent that TIG succeeds in incentivising open data, it will be perceived as making a significant contribution to
the ‘open’ movement. A positive perception of TIG is important for IP rights to be enforceable in practice.24

D The Synthetic Market: Pricing Contributions to TIG

We introduce the concept of a synthetic market, which we define as a market that is artificially contrived, rather
than emerging spontaneously. An example of a synthetic market is the market for SHA-256 hash pre-images,
created by Bitcoin, which provides protection against double spends by establishing consensus of time ordering
of Bitcoin transactions [1]. One approach to create a synthetic market is to introduce a new class of market
participants. In our case, these new market participants are the Benchmarkers, who generate demand for efficient
implementations to solve the problems featured in TIG. The use of a given implementation by Benchmarkers
determine that implementation’s performance, which we assume to be a proxy for the eventual value that the
contributed implementation will provide to TIG.

Figure 3(a), (left hand side). Depicts the current method of academic research funding in the sciences:
government subsidy, with non-market allocation. Box 1 represents the functioning market for goods produced
by commercial enterprise. Box 2 represents the market for EAF research, with respect to which there is market
failure. Governments attempt to correct for this market failure by providing a subsidy for EAF research.

Figure 3(b), (right hand side). TIG creates a new class of market participants called Benchmarkers.
Benchmarkers can be viewed as analogues to those “real world” commercial entities that (eventually) derive
enormous value from scientific research outputs. In this way, TIG creates a synthetic market 3 , for implementations
(embodiments of algorithms) for solving important problems in computational science. The result is allocation
of Innovator rewards according to relative performance of submitted implementations.
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Figure 4: (a) represents the way that EAF research is currently funded: Through government subsidy, with non-market allocation.
(b) represents the situation for TIG with respect to methods in computational science such as inverse methods: The Benchmarkers
create a synthetic market for these methods.

We note that the Innovator rewards may permit a reduction in government subsidies (as illustrated by the
narrower red arrow on the right). Moreover, the allocation of any remaining subsidies can benefit from the
knowledge of market allocation provided by the Benchmarkers. For instance, the government could choose
to match or top up the market allocation. Due to the high uncertainty surrounding outcomes, EAF research
funding has historically come from non-commercial sources such as government subsidies. This tends to result
in an inefficient allocation of resources for academic research. The motivation for creating a synthetic market
lies in the market’s ability to provide a more efficient allocation compared to a centralised mechanism.

24Given that the source code for all implementations submitted to TIG is openly accessible, there exists a potential risk for
non-compliance with the specified licensing terms, which could result in a free rider problem. This risk is not unique to TIG and
is also present in the context of Open Source software.

Nevertheless, there is empirical evidence suggesting a high degree of self-regulation within the Open Source community. For
example, it is known that engineers employed in commercial entities will typically refuse to engage in activities that they perceive
as violating Open Source licensing terms. This behaviour is primarily driven by their positive regard for the ethos of the Open
Source movement. TIG aspires to achieve a similar level of positive regard within its community.
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